Competing endogenous RNA crosstalk at system level
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\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{l|lll}
interaction type & nr of links & nr of RNA species & nr of miRNA species \\
\hline
k-mer & 3624 & 2511 & 195 \\
seed-nc & 6697 & 3952 & 259 \\
noseed-9nt & 2828 & 2121 & 163 \\
noseed & 3633 & 2647 & 199 \\
k-mer + seed-nc & 10749 & 5262 & 312 \\
CLASH - noseed & 13674 & 6043 & 351 \\
CLASH (whole) & 17411 & 6943 & 383 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Summary of the CLASH subnetwork compositions. Each subnetwork is obtained by selecting all links associated to the same kind of interaction occurring between the miRNA-RNA couples. If the subnetwork thus obtained is disjoint, the largest connected component was selected. The term ‘CLASH-noseed’ indicates the full CLASH network except for noseed type of interactions.}
\end{table}
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